Selecting the **CORRECT** Leadership Style for your Project Situation: Improving the Project Manager’s Leverage

Have you ever been involved in a critical project situation where the expected outcome from that situation that you had planned in your project plan was not achieved? Did you perform a post-mortem of the challenge? Did you consider within your post-mortem the various leadership approaches which might have influenced the situation? What if you were able to take the DeLorean and use the flux capacitor (references from Back to the Future, movie series) and alter the leadership style would the results change?

**Leadership 1.5**

Joe Carson, PMP

Joe Carson, PMP is a Project Manager with experience across a broad spectrum of industries, including manufacturing, Engineering, Procurement, and Construction within the Power and Oil & Gas segments, and the mortgage servicing industry. He has been involved and lead projects across a very diverse range from information technology implementation to design and construction of new Industrial Facilities, which have a financial range from $100k to $1.2 billion. To complement his work experiences, Joe has an extensive educational background, which include a BS in Business Administration and Management, Master of Business Administration, a Master of Engineering emphasis on Capital Project Supply Chain Management, and is currently in the dissertation process for his Doctorate of Business Administration. The philosophy Joe uses to complete his work is understanding the importance to working with others to complete projects on-time, under budget, and while meeting the expectations of the client.

Joe is also actively involved in furthering the advance of Project Management practice through his service in the local chapter. He has served as the Vice President of Operations for the PMI Dallas Chapter and has recently been elected to the office of President for the PMI Dallas Chapter. In addition to the service in the local chapter, Joe has also presented topics for other chapters and has presented at academic conferences on the importance of leadership in Project Management. Leadership in project management is also the focal point of Joe’s Doctoral Dissertation. Joe and his wife reside in Dallas County.
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**Free Event**  [RSVP here](#) to receive your parking pass for the event.

**Location:**  UT Dallas, 800 W. Campbell, Richardson, TX  75080, Naveen Jindal School of Management, JSOM 1.118

**Time:**  6:30 pm-8:00 pm  Presentation

**Questions:**  Contact the Project Management Program at 972-883-2656

**PMPs:** This event earns 1.5 PDUs

The Applied Project Management Forum is held on the third Tuesday of each odd month.

Missed an event?  [Watch previous presentations](#).